Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) often base on rules that are inferred from collected patients' histories, together with expert judgements and consented medical guidelines. This type of advisor system is known as rulebased reasoning system or expert system which classifies a given test instance into a particular outcome from the learned rules. The test instance carries multiple attributes which are usually the values of diagnostic tests. In this paper, we propose a classifier ensemble-based method for supporting disease diagnosis. The ensemble data mining learning methods are applied for rule generation, and a multi-criteria evaluation approach is used for selecting reliable rules over the results of the ensemble methods. The efficacy of the proposed methodology is illustrated via an example of a thyroid disease classification.
Introduction
In the past computers were used in health care mainly for administrative tasks and medical informatics. A new trend of interactive computer applications emerged called clinical decision support system (CDSS) [1] that assists clinicians with decision making tasks. Central to CDSS is the knowledge which is accumulated from medical data collected from patients. Though the process of gathering the data might already be in place, especially for those health care systems that digitize and archive medical records electronically, how CDSS can manipulate these data and assist in the decision making remains a challenge [2] To tackle with this challenge so that effective and accurate medical advices could be inferred from the CDSS, and it is assumed that the collected data are in satisfactory quality, the generation and selection of decision rules must be implemented and operate efficiently. This is never an easy task especially if the generation and selection processes are required to be automated for a fully computerized CDSS. Recently some practitioners advocated about using a series of knowledge-based approaches for choosing what and which decision rules should be included in a CDSS. These approaches include practicing evidence-based medicines [3] , enforcing health-care protocols [4] and proposing expert guidelines for clinical practice. For instance, a health institute can initiate a consensus procedure; start with tapping on the intangible knowledge and experiences from the medical experts for a draft, then refining the draft into a form of decision rules through clinical experiences and opinions, and finally getting the experts to consent them into guidelines. Standard guidelines that can be readily installed into computerized CDSS rarely exist [5] .
As it is known that the development of a CDSS is a time consuming process, a rules generation and evaluation methodology is proposed in this paper. In contrast to rule formulation that starts from the experiences of the medical experts and the rules are progressively refined through rounds of human intervention, this alternative methodology allows the rules to emerge themselves from the empirical patients' data. The process begins with drafting up the rules that are extracted from a collection of classification models which in turn are inferred from a pool of medical data. The extracted rules are evaluated subject to multiple tests of robustness for quality assurance, and most importantly they are human understandable. By our methodology, the decision rules are represented by branching-logic which is the simplest form of knowledge representation; each rule has the basic structure of IF-THEN-ELSE-VERDICT, plus an optional probability of how it happens. For example, IF a smoker smokes more than x cigarettes per day, for a period of y years, THEN s/he is likely to become a lung cancer patient with a z positive tested, at certain probability. Likewise, the decision rule for cure could be in a similar format of: IF a patient takes x dose of some medicine for a period of y days, THEN the recovery takes a z certainty at some propensity. The decision rules are objective and neutral, free of course from any bias or human error because they are manifested totally from the data. This bottom-up approach may carry other merits such as free from cultural bias as the medical conditions may vary from place to place; less sensitive to medical evolving trends because the rules could be generated or refreshed from the latest available data; the decision rules are coupled with a numerical indicator that shows the confidence level (or how true) of these rules; and finally, the rules are scalable in a sense that they come in different cardinalities. The cardinality here is referred to the number of testing conditions that a search must pass through before it reaches the outcome. Sometimes not all tests are available or a full set of tests could be expensive. Decision rules with few tests sometimes may be handy in situations where a quick decision needs to be made from quick tests.
The decision rules generated by our methodology, though simple in few tests and easily interpretable by human, they can well serve as building blocks for more sophisticated and complex knowledge in advanced CDSS. For example, a dialogue between a health professional and an expert-system-like CDSS can be facilitated, by conveniently asking questions from the user, and reasoning by artificial intelligence from the system. In support of such technological potential, the rules come with quantitative uncertainties and probabilities. They will eventually enable, in future research, development of advanced CDSS that can facilitate case-based reasoning and automatic advisor in medical consultation. The contribution of this rule generation and evaluation methodology is important to medical or health science research communities who are keen on designing and developing rule-based CDSS. The work presented in this paper is a step that hopefully brings closer the gap between the computer technology and rigorous clinical decision support.
The reminder of this paper is structured as follow. The previous works on CDSS are reviewed in Section 2, specifically their applications and underlying techniques are highlighted. Our proposed methodology which automatically generates and evaluates decision rules are described in details in Section 3. An experimental case of thyroid decision is illustrated by following our proposed methodology. Results are shown that reinforce the efficacy of our new approach. Finally Section 4 concludes the paper and lists out future works.
Related Work
Applying computer technology on medicine has a long history that can be dated back to a pioneer research article [6] published in 1959. Experimental prototypes of advisory systems for diagnosis of illnesses and medical alert reminders surfaced in the 60's and 70's. It was until early 80's the prevalence of using data mining and machine learning techniques in diagnostic decision picked up. Some popular techniques, such as Decision Tree, Bayesian Network, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), just to name a few. Each of these machine learning tools has its success stories in enabling a CDSS to accurately predict the outcome of a diagnosis in different fields of medical applications. Recently Abbasi, and Kashiyarndi [7] generalized two major schools of classification techniques that empower the decision making tasks for CDSS, namely Knowledge-based (KB) Techniques and Nonknowledge-based (NKB) Techniques. KB techniques are those that can be characterised by human-understandable decision trees that can be produced. A landmark algorithm is known as Decision Tree where rules can be induced from the paths of the decision tree. NKB include but not limited to techniques where rules are not readily formed in the process. Often these techniques retain a set of coefficients, weights, or just a set of numeric values based on which the predicted results are computed. Artificial neural network and SVM are exemplars of NKB. In our proposed methodology, only KB type of data mining techniques are utilized because it is important to ensure the end results of the prediction/classification are in some form of rules that can interpreted by human personnel. In other words, interpretable rules are necessary because, as aforementioned, the development of CDSS is a long process and the decision rules will have to be revised by human users from time to time.
Another observed research trend from the history of development of CDSS, is the use of hybrid models from both NKB and KB methods. In the early days, NKB methods such as ANN have been used mainly for prediction/classification for CDSS. In later years, researchers shifted their attention to SVM because of its promising accuracy by their prediction model. As the trend evolves, hybrid solutions started to emerge. Hybrid solutions mainly are for further enhancing the accuracy by using another model on top of a base model. They include sometimes using one model as a meta add-on for optimizing the performance of another. Hybrid solutions are usually tightly coupled where two or more models are fused together, mathematically they compute a quality outcome; the downside however is the lack of human understandable rules [8] .
In addition to hybrid models, ensemble model is recently regarded as a popular approach in providing a collective prediction result [9] . Ensemble or ensemble learning differs mainly from hybrid methods in its loosely coupling the learners. A pool of individual learners operates independently, sometimes with different hypotheses, and at the end a winner learner is chosen for its better predictive performance. Again, the objective of combining a group of learners by different algorithms is to produce a result with the highest possible accuracy.
In this work, we embark on a slightly different perspective in using ensemble learning method -a selection of classification models that are able to produce human understandable rules are recruited into the ensemble group; instead of a single winner which gives the highest accuracy, a threshold is used to define a set of qualified models which collectively produce a large set of rules. These rules in turn would be graded according to their individual performance measures and the performance of the whole model with respect to the rest of the models. The final output is a set of useful rules that could be installed in CDSS as well as readily used by human users. A survey can be found at [10] that shows a comprehensive list of CDSS predictive models.
Proposed Methodology
For producing quality and human understandable decision rules, a unique methodology is proposed here that extract such rules from a database of patients' records. The methodology assumes a reliable gathering process is already in place, the data records are collected from each clinical test in a medical institution. If necessary, preprocessing would have been performed for cleaning up or removing missing/incomplete values.
The methodology proceeds at two stages. The first stage is rule generation, and the second is rule evaluation. Rule generation produce a large pool of potential rules that are inferred from the collected data. The rules summarize the general patterns of the disease, e.g. causality of the disease for diagnostic data -the relations of cause-and-effect are reflected from the rules; medical dependency -the connections between drugs and symptoms, or prognosis -the effects of treatments on cures. The method is generalized enough to be customized for different situations. The outputs are decision rules that could be configured by users with respective to their quality indices and cardinalities. And these rules can be easily installed in a rule-based CDSS as well as embedded in a separate knowledge management system.
Decision Rule Generation
For rule generation, a selection of data mining algorithms is carefully chosen which produce only the rules that are in propositional logic: IF-THEN-ELSE-VERDICT. For examples those rules that do not come in propositional logics are not considered, such as regression rules that rely on numeric coefficients for computing a verdict base on the attribute values. In our work seven algorithms are chosen (although in a generalized model one can accept practically as many algorithms/models as the user deems fit). The candidate classification algorithms used in the experiment of this project include, DT, DS, Hotspot, J48, JRip, PART, and REP. What in common of these algorithms is the ability to produce rules that are in propositional logic format and the rules come with performance measures. For other algorithms that do not readily produce propositional rules, such as the popular Bayesian Network, SVM and ANN, extra rule extraction steps may apply. The performance measures are important for the second step of the methodology which selects and retains rules that are qualified to be included in the system, otherwise eliminated. The algorithms are briefly described as follow. The algorithms are implemented in an open source machine learning platform, in Java programming language, called Weka (www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/) by Waikato University.
Hotspot belongs to the family of association rule algorithms; instead of yielding rules in which the items are frequently associated together, Hotspot learns the pattern of associations/relations from the data and structures the pattern in the form of a tree-like structure. The data are segmented into rules that maximize the value of the target class. By specifying the appropriate value of minimum support, the occurrence of minority or popularity can be observed in some particular group of rules -that is where the name Hotspot comes from. Hotspot literately means an extreme group of data (either very popular or very rare) that are shown in segment of rules would have a higher probability of occurrences than the rest of the whole dataset. In a medical diagnosis scenario, for example, one may want to find which group of values of diagnosis tests is at a higher risk that has a significant occurrence ratio, leading to the disease. When a minimum support is set to a sufficiently large value, usually a few rules would be generated, and these rules represent the most frequently occurring cases from the data, so called the hotspots. It has been recently successfully applied in studying lung cancer data [12] .
J48 is a classical decision tree algorithm, implemented from the popular Classification and Regression Tree (CART) algorithms; some popular versions include C4.5 and C5 that uses greedy-search to partition the whole dataset into a decision tree. Tree nodes are conditional tests over the attribute values that lead to one of the target class verdicts held by the leaves of tree. Measures of information gain are used to decide which attributes would be selected in segmenting the data as a tree node, in the order from top to bottom. J48 is a popular medical diagnostic tool in guiding a sequence of test values to a decision; an example of breast cancer diagnosis using J48 is given in [13] .
JRIP is a Weka implementation of the original decision building algorithm called Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER) which is a propositional rule learner equipped with optimization function for preventing over-fitting. Ripper constructs a candidate set of rules by iteratively and randomly adding rules to an empty candidate set using divide-and-conquer strategy like CART. Each time a rule is added (the data are split), a reduced-error-pruning mechanism activates and it evaluates the impact on the evaluation dataset of pruning a rule. The choice of the new rule be stayed or be pruned away depends on whether the new accuracy can be improved. In the same process, rules are expanded by adding new conditions to the antecedent of a rule using greedy-search. Initially it started with an empty antecedent until all the trials are exhausted. After that, the optimization function post-prune the candidate rule set one more time for reducing its size to the most compactness. By this way, the rules generated by JRIP are ensured to be most accurate and non-redundant. The use of JRIP was mentioned in our previous work for modeling a rule-inferred dependency model for medical relations [14] .
PART, stands for 'Partial Decision Tree' [15] , and it is a rule induction procedure that creates partial decision trees in the same as C4.5 does. PART is designed for generating compact rules without considering the global optimization. In each iterative cycle of greedy-search, the training data set is used to partition into a new tree; PART takes the best leaf and builds a rule out of it. It extracts the path that leads to the best leaf represented by the highest accuracy. The instances that traversed this path are then removed from the training data. That is why it is local optimal as the process continues with other trees being grown from the increasingly fewer subsets of the training data. Effectively, the resultant rules are compact and the amount is less that those harvested from J48.
REP stands for 'Reduced Error Pruned Tree' which is known to be a fast decision tree learner. Similar to J48, REP uses information gain for building a decision tree. The difference is that REP has a back-fitting pruning mechanism that helps to reduce error by doing a backward pruning. The amount of rules produced by REP is only slightly less than J48. In our experiment which will be introduced in full later, the number of rules obtained by the corresponding algorithms is: Hotspot (20) 28). It is noted that in our experiment some other algorithms that are used but they are not described here due to space constraint.
Evaluation of Decision Rules
According to our proposed methodology which is shown in Figure 1 , a large pool of rules which are generated by the ensemble of classifiers is subject to assessment. It is remarked that the ensemble method used here is different from those in the literature -other assembles usually stack the classifiers one on top of another for increasing the performance. But in our approach, an initial set of all the potential rules are generated by a collection of independent classifier models like those mentioned in Section 3.1; then the performance figures for each individual rule and the performance figures of each model that generates the rules are put into the evaluation calculation.
The assessment covers two levels and a single score is computed for each rule in the range of 1 to 0 where 1 means an absolute strong rule and 0 means a rule that is totally untrustworthy. In the low level the generated rules from the same classifier model are competing with each in the assessment, and they are ranked from the highest score to the lowest among the rules that come from the same model. The full pool of rules are then subject to another round of assessment that are done at a higher level which we call it the model level. At the model level, the information about the overall accuracy of each model is used as a scalar factor for representing the relative importance or reliability of each model. Hence the rules that are made under each model will be multiplied by the scalar factor of its corresponding model. The sum of the scalar factors across all the models is equal to one. The purpose of the scalar factor is to counterweigh the scores of the rules by the relative imperfection of the model accuracy when it comes to an overall grading with consideration of all the rules and all the models. To compute the scalar factors, the accuracies of the ensemble of classifier models are used, such that the scalar factor for the j th model, is φ j , and,
where there are a total of J models in the ensemble. Accuracy in the equation is a basic performance benchmark defined as the ratio of correctly classified instances over total number of instances. Other accuracy measures could be used instead or in aggregate, such as Recall, Precision, ROC, and F-measure, etc. At the lower level where the rules are produced within the same model, the rules would be evaluated according to competitive performance measure. Such performance measures may differ from model to model. For example, in decision tree model like J48, each rule that is represented as a tree branch or a path would have a number associated with the leaf. The number at the end of each leaf indicates the number of instances that have traversed the path and ended up in this leaf. The higher the number implies the more times this rule has been used by the given data samples -hence it could be seen as the support. In case of classification by association model, e.g. Hotspot, often the performance or the quality of each association rule would be characterized by four interest measures: Confidence, Lift, Leverage and Conviction.
The Confidence of a rule is a confidence level of a user that s/he can believe that the dataset contains a high proportion of such a rule; it is defined as Conf(A⇒B)=Sup(A∪B)/Sup(A) where Sup(A∪B) is the support for incidences where both items A and B appear, and usually support is used as a precondition. The Lift of a rule is the ratio of the actual support to that predicted assuming A and B were independent. It is defined as Lift(A⇒B)=Sup(A∪B)/(Sup(A)×Sup(B)), and the Lift value of a rule usually is expected to exceed 1 in order to be considered useful. Similar to Lift, the Conviction of a rule is the likelihood of the rule that fails to make a correct prediction. It is defined as the ratio of the expected occurrence where A happens without B, Conv(A⇒B)=(1-Sup(B))/(1-Conf(A∪B)). Leverage of a rule measures the difference of items A and B occurring together in the sample assuming A and B were dependent statistically. Lev(A⇒B)=P(A∪B)-(P(A)×P(B)). In the low level where the rules are evaluated only within the context of the same model, the local score for each rule i is given by:
where f(i) is the value of the performance factor for the i th rule given that there is a total of n factors in the model; w is the preference weight assigned for each performance factor, a heavier weight means more important the performance factor is. The weights are to be defined by medical experts and the sum of the weights is one for each prediction model. Considering the two levels of performance measure and generalizing from Equation (2), the final grading for each i th rule in j th model is given by Equation (3):
where ݂ (i) is the value of the l th performance factor for the i th rule given in the j th model that has a total of L performance factors. A sample of score computation for rules that are generated from Hotspot model is extracted from our experiment, and it is shown in Table 1 below. Table 2 shows a sample of the scalar factors that are computed by considering across the accuracies of the seven classifier models. Three other models (Bayes, SVM and ANN) are included as well for comparison. They should work equally well in terms of performance and suitability to the ensemble, except the need of additional rule extraction for generating propositional rules. Table 1 . Rule scores for the rules in the Hotspot model Table 2 . Scalar factors for the seven classifier models
In the methodology there is also a mechanism for removing rules that produced incorrect results. In almost every classifier model, no perfect accuracy (100%) could practically be achieved. A rule checking module must be implemented for removing those rules that incorrectly classified a certain amount of instances. This step is crucial for upholding safety when these rules are potentially to be used in CDSS. Identical rules but the predicted class values are in contradiction would be rectified too. Usually the version of the rule that has a lower final score would be removed.
After the rules have been sanctioned, the rules carry performance scores that represent their qualities or reliabilities. They could be sorted in a descending order of final scores, so the top relatively important rules would appear on top; or be sorted by the cardinality that represents the number of testing conditions required before a prediction can be made. Designers of CDSS have the flexibility in choosing how the rules could be displayed and used.
Experiment
In order to validate the efficacy of the proposed rule generation and evaluation methodology, a case of thyroid disease is used as a case study. The dataset is obtained from UCI repository 1 , maintained by University of California at Irvine, which is a popular data archive for testing machine learning algorithms. The source of the data is said to be donated by Ross Quinlan during his visit to the university in 1987 for attending a machine learning workshop. These medical records are anonymized, taken from Garavan Institute of Sydney, Australia, about thyroid disease diagnosed from their patients.
The dataset contains 28 attributes, such as age, sex, pregnant, surgery history, treatment information about thyroxine, antithyroid medication, lithium, etc, plus a number of blood test results like TSH, T3, TT4, T4U, and 1 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml FTI etc. The dataset has been simplified by merging about 10 classes to a binary class where 0 indicates the subject is free from thyroid disease now and 1 is otherwise. The dataset has been extensively used for testing a variety of machine learning algorithms in the health science research community. For this experiment, the data mining platform used is Weka, which is an open-source Java based project from the University of Waikato in New Zealand. The experiment was conducted on a Lenovo 64-bit Win7 with Intel Core i5-2410M CPU. The objective is to test through the processes by the methodology described in Section 3 by using a real life data.
The results produced indicate that it is possible to produce a total of 196 qualified rules from the data mining ensemble. All the resultant rules are in human readable format and they contain grading scores that can be sorted. The number of tests which are the testing conditions in those rules range from 1 to 10. These imply that the strong rules requires at most about one-third of the attributes of the original data for predicting the thyroid disease. The results are significant because out of the strong rules, the top eight rules only require about three testing conditions -this has significantly reduced the number of tests that could be potentially expensive and yet the rules can predict the outcome based on these three tests with certain reliability. Two screen captures of the resultant rules are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.
Conclusion
In the past several decades researchers were investigating different machine learning models that can possibly yield the highest accuracy. However in this paper, a slightly alternative perspective was taken in looking for rules that are human readable as well as quantitatively measured with performance scores. Such rules not only their quality can be known which would be helpful in being deployed in rule-based Clinical decision support systems (CDSS), their numbers of testing conditions would be known with informative quality information. Therefore the CDSS users or designers can select rules at will of their desired reliability and the number of testing conditions that are associated with the chosen rules. As a rule of thumb, shorter rules imply fewer tests that are usually less expensive than conducting a full set of tests for the sake of making a prediction/inference from the rules. In this paper, a methodology for generating useful rules and evaluating them has been proposed. In particular an ensemble method was used in which seven classification algorithms that produce readable rules with performance information were used collectively together to generate a pool of potential rules. Then the rules are evaluated according to the quality information with respect to the model as well as the accuracy of the model itself. A real life dataset on thyroid decision classification was used as a case study in order to validate the efficacy of our proposed methodology. Sensible rules were obtained. 
